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Abstract: The present article touches upon various groups of factors that reduce the durability of steel
structures in buildings and facilities in Russia. The main factors are: exceeding actual loads and changing their
influence as compared to the design values; changing operation patterns of structures caused by non-uniform
setting of foundations and disrupture of joints; physical wear of structures, including metal corrosion and
characteristics changing under dynamic loads and low temperatures, as well as accumulation and development
of local and general defects and damage; changing of temperature mode of operation. The particular features
of structures operation and calculations are substantiated. The necessity is noted to select such combinations
of loads under which the influence of these defects is the worst. Under such conditions in the cross-section
of load-bearing rods such combination of forces are applied that were not anticipated during the design
development stage and their deformations become spatial. In order to solve the tasks of strength and spatial
stability of such elements, it is recommended to use the analytical-numerical method, which makes it possible
to do the calculations 2-3 times faster as compared to the numerical method. A method is developed to carry
out an approximate estimate of service life of structures and their elements on the basis of a number of
examinations with the help of graphical extrapolation.
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INTRODUCTION columns [9], as well as the work [10] and the examination

Designing of buildings and facilities is done for a significant decrease in stability caused by certain
particular usage with consideration of particular deviations of the general and local type.
technological loads and influences, as well as the region
of construction. So, any deviations from the project as to MATERIALS AND METHODS
the solutions, loads, influences an operating conditions
cause a change of operating mode and a decrease in the In order to estimate the load-bearing capacity of
load-bearing capacity of these structures [1-3]. damaged elements of structures, the present article

Influence of general (deviations from the axes in two recommends  using   the  analytical-numerical  method
planes and the initial angle of twist) and local that makes it possible to assess the influence of spatial
(deformations of plates comprising the rods) defects and deformations and local damage [17]. The purpose of the
damage cause a significant decrease of load-bearing present article is explanation of the particular features of
capacity of rod elements of structures. The research operation and calculation of such structures, as well as
works [4-8] show the influence of local damage onto the developing the method to approximately estimate their
general stability of separate rods. Experiments on grid service life.

of variable-strength stepped columns [11] showed a
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The Main Part: The experience of the technical Group four (factors related to changes of temperature
examinations of buildings and facilities in Russia showed mode of operation): if a workshop was designed for hot
that there are several groups of factors that cause a works or heated operation, but was changed to the cold
significant decrease in the operability of load-bearing mode, its structures suffer additional thermal influences.
structures and their elements. They include: General notions for validating calculations are

Exceeding of actual loads and changing the type of design works [15] and the work on improving steel
their operation as compared to the project; structures [16].
The operating mode of structures; A particular feature of operation of rod elements of
Physical wear of structures; steel structures is that various general and local defects
Changing the temperature mode of operation. and damage, under any load, cause unplanned

Group one: they are directed along two basic axes; a longitudinal

Change in the weight of floors and covers after deformation of rod elements becomes spatial (shifts of the
repairs; cross-section in two basic planes and their turning due to
Increase in the snow loads, on average, by 30%, as the torque), which needs to be taken into consideration as
introduced in 2003 in the Russian Norms for design the general stability tasks are solved. The Norms and
works and related to changes in the climatic regulations for design works do not have any
conditions; erecting new and higher buildings next to recommendations for their validating calculations [15].
the existing buildings, which causes additional snow In order to eliminate this deficiency, the software set
bags; “ANSYS” shall be used, or the analytical-numerical
Clogging the water discharge pathways on the flat method and a method for calculations of strength and
roofs with border walls, which causes additional spatial stability [17] shall be developed. The analytical-
loads from rain water; numerical method makes it possible to obtain the results
An increase in technological loads and change of by 2–3 orders quicker than with the “ANSYS” software.
their mode. The reference book for improving steel structures

Group two (factors causing a change in the operating spatial stability of structural element of floors [16] and the
mode of structures): development of the said method for examining various

Errors in the assembly of structures; It shows the deficiencies in the normative methods for
Uneven  settling  or   inclination  of  foundations stability calculations in Russia. The numerical validation
related to changes in the underground water level, of the stability calculation method according to Euro code
additional  influence  from adjacent buildings or 3 showed that the latter has the methods that yield
facilities; approximately equal margin for various types of rod
Damage to joints and connections; elements [20]. Euro code 3 has fewer deficiencies than the
Disassembly or damage to strength links. Russian norms [21].

Group three (related to physical wear of steel calculations for particular elements and structures shows
structures): that the same defects or damage with particular

Corrosion wear in an aggressive temperature- not influence their operability at all. It all depends on their
humidity environment, which causes a decrease of locations. If the damage is located in the most loaded zone
the load-bearing capacity of structures [12]; with a decrease of their cross-section by 5%, then the
Accumulation and development of local and general load-bearing capacity is decreased by 18-23%. On the
defects and damage [13]; contrary, if such defect is located in the least stressed
Change in properties of materials that cause brittle zone, it does not influence the operability of the structural
fracturing of structures [14]. element [22].

presented in the latest versions of Russian Norms for

combination of forces and torques inside such structures;

force; torque and biological moment. The type of

contains recommendations for checking the strength and

types of  rod  elements with defects and damage [18, 19].

The experience of strength and spatial stability

parameters can cause structures to become inoperable or
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Hence the conclusion that knowing the size of the strength of steel; f is the buckling of elements under
defect or damage is not yet enough to assess the state of normative loads; [f] is the maximum allowable buckling of
structural elements. The calculations considering their elements under normative loads.
location are necessary. When using graphical dependencies K  and K , time

Considering the influence of many operational factors of residual service life T (in years) is counted from the
upon the operability and change of operating mode of date of the latest examination to the moment when the
structures, the evaluation of residual service life, can coefficient of usage reaches the value of one.
only be approximated by the results of a number of The diagrams of the possible dependency K  on the
examinations, with the help of graphical extrapolation. operating period are shown in Fig. 1a, b. The point 1

Residual service life of a structure or its elements is corresponds to the initial moment operation and the
their service life from the moment of the latest technical results of calculation K  during the design stage. The
examination  till  an  anticipated  moment  in the future points 2, 3, 4 correspond to calculations K  according to
when the load-bearing capacity becomes insufficient the examination results. Even if only two points are
(group one – limiting states) or normal operation becomes available – the initial one and the one for the results of the
difficult (group two – calculations on deformation). first examination (Fig. 1b) it already becomes possible to

Calculations consider certain coefficient of usage: dependency.

diagram, a margin coefficient is introduced [gamma] , as

where [sigma]  is the maximum stress when a considering an increase of inaccuracy as the residualmax

combination of calculated loads is applied with service life becomes longer. The recommended margin
consideration of defects and damage; [gamma]  is the coefficient [gamma] , as the experience of examinationsC

coefficient  for  operating  conditions;  R  is the calculated shows,   is,   at   two    points,    equal    to  0.70,   at  threey
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carry out an approximate estimation using a linear

Depending on the number of points used in the
1

well as an additional coefficient of margin [gamma] ,2

1

Fig. 1: Estimation of residual service life T: a – by the load-bearing capacity; b – b deformations; c – by the increase in
the number “n” of typical defects; d – by the development of a dangerous defect (crack length)
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20 years, – 0.90, more than 30 years, – 0.80. Reston, US: American Society of Civil Engineers

The correct method makes it possible to detect the ASCE, pp: 404-413.
most dangerous elements or groups of structural 2. Richardson, B.A., 2002. Defects and deterioration in
elements. The value K can have less importance than its buildings: A practical guide to the science andu

grow rate (the slope coefficient of the tangent to the technology of material failure. London, New York,
diagram of function). Routledge, Taylor and Francis Group, pp: 224.
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elements. 27(2): 109-112.
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